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Letter From Our 
Co-Founder & CEO

Last year shaped us in ways that made us 

stronger and brought out the very best in our 

team to quickly adapt and assist all of those 

we serve. By partnering with our healthcare 
professionals, clients, and communities, we proved 
that we can move at rapid speed and still ensure 
quality and safety. Perhaps most importantly, we 
delivered on our value proposition, serving as an 
integral partner in redistributing healthcare labor 

supply where it was needed most. 

Our corporate social responsibility efforts are 

aligned with our core values and beliefs. Our 
response to COVID-19 was to take a collaborative 
approach to problem-solving and consult with 
clients in ways that were fair and equitable to 
ensure they had relevant pricing information to 
make informed talent management decisions.  
We were the first company in our industry to 

adopt pricing guidelines, creating transparency as 
we partnered with our clients to manage through 
the pandemic.  

We established a robust support system for 

our healthcare workers, providing access to a 
24/7 clinical hotline and extensive resources to 
help them during a difficult time. It was also a top 

priority to keep our employees connected and 

engaged. We implemented multiple well-being 
programs such as group therapy, yoga classes, 
financial management and nutrition seminars, free 
biometric healthcare screenings, and incentives for 
employees to achieve fitness goals. 

The events throughout 2020 highlighted issues 
that continue to threaten our world’s future 
and health, which prompted us to deepen our 

commitment to drive climate and social change. 

The events of 2020 were 
unforeseen and I could not be 
prouder of the support Cross 
Country provided to our nation 
in crisis.” - Kevin Clark
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We continue to strengthen our workforce 
by focusing on driving diversity in middle 
management, creating an internal diversity 
and inclusion committee, and hosting diversity 
and inclusion awareness events across the 
organization. The appointment of Dr. Janice 
Nevin, MD, MPH, to our board of directors in 
2020 expanded the board’s diversity, which 
now comprises 25 percent female and 13 
percent minority members. Our CSR Report 
highlights our support for environmental 
responsibility initiatives, including our new remote 
workforce model, which decreases carbon 
emissions and reduces paper consumption. 

We were proud to be active participants of 

Florida Atlantic University’s Dean George 

Caring Council this year. We partner with 
so many charitable organizations, from the 

Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, Breast Cancer 
Research Foundation, American Red Cross, and so 
many more.

Our values and ethics come first, even in a 
pandemic. We will continue to be transparent, 
fair, and honorable partners to help make us all 
stronger together.

Kevin C. Clark, Co-Founder & CEO

Cross Country nurses and allied 
professionals bravely traveled to 
the pandemic’s epicenters and were 
graciously thanked by local staff



Marching to the front lines  
of hot spots across the  
country, our healthcare  
professionals quickly  
became healthcare heroes.
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“The pandemic really gave us an 
opportunity to let our corporate values 
shine.” – Bill Burns, CFO



The pandemic demonstrated that our core values are  

deeply rooted in the way we conduct business and 

challenge adversity. 

We have been DRIVEN to serve our nation, delivering 

proven quality service and excellence against all odds. 

We have been COMPASSIONATE, caring for our 

communities, clients, healthcare professionals and 

corporate employees in their unique struggles throughout  

the pandemic.

We have been ENTREPRENEURIAL, fostering creative, 

innovative solutions to address unprecedented  

workforce challenges. 

We have been ACCOUNTABLE, operating with the highest 

level of integrity and respect for our partner healthcare 

facilities in distress.

We have been CONNECTED, embracing technology 

to ensure uninterrupted service, communication and 

enhanced safety for all.

Marching to the front lines  
of hot spots across the  
country, our healthcare  
professionals quickly  
became healthcare heroes.
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Cross Country Healthcare’s mission to fulfill the needs of healthcare facilities and offer opportunities  

to skilled healthcare professionals has helped us forge many long-term relationships with both over  

the past 35 years. 

Ongoing infection surges throughout 2020 

increased our orders for healthcare professionals 

by 80% year over year. In total, we placed  

8,600 healthcare providers at COVID-19 

assignments and cumulatively they worked  

more than 3 million hours.

The pandemic has only deepened those 

relationships and elevated our role in them.  

We are a crucial partner and advisor to our  

client facilities and a trusted companion  

and emotional support resource for our  

healthcare professionals. 

+1.7m
2020 open orders

In 2020, we reached an all time 

annual high of 1,712,749 total 

open orders.

+8.6m
lifetime open orders

Over the course of our 35 year 

history, we’ve had 8,634,193 

total open orders. 
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2020 By
The Numbers



77%

510,381
total placements

In 2020, we partnered with 

facilities to rapidly fill 510,381 

open positions. 

28,225
professionals

In 2020, we placed 28,225 

healthcare professionals in 

assignments across the country. 

28,606
facilities served

In 2020, we served 28,606 

healthcare organizations during 

an especially difficult year. 

Retention Rate
131,319 of our healthcare professionals are placed 

on more than one assignment with us.
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Our commitment to serve our customers, 

employees, families and communities lies at the 

heart of our corporate governance structure. 

Our COMPANY MISSION AND VISION inform  

our corporate governance framework and 

dynamics to guarantee we never lose sight of our 

ultimate goal: to ensure a better tomorrow for all 

our stakeholders.

While we recognize that auditing and risk 

management are key corporate governance 

functions to achieve COMPLIANCE with industry 

laws and regulations, we insist it is an  

undertaking that pertains to each and every  

one of our employees.

We hold our company and our employees to the 

highest ETHICS standards included in our Code 

of Conduct, Code of Ethics and Business Ethics 

Policy. A 24/7 Ethics and Fraud hotline is available 

to employees, contractors, vendors and the 

general public to report concerns on deviations 

from our principles. 

Our communications are guided by 

TRANSPARENCY regarding company 

operations, successes, and challenges. A wealth 

of information, including annual reports and 

press releases, is available to investors and the 

community at CrossCountryHealthcare.com.

We take pride in our engagement with our 

stakeholders and firmly believe this relationship is 

the cornerstone of a culture of ACCOUNTABILITY 

at all levels of our organization. We welcome 

stakeholder insight and feedback and take their 

points of view into consideration when developing 

our governance practices.

Our Board firmly believes the mutual trust with 

our stockholders is essential to drive board 

responsibility and strong governance principles. 

Direct and fluid communications between 

stockholders and the board are enabled through a 

governance hotline and email resources.

Our formal stockholder corporate governance 

outreach program continues to supplement our 

financial-related agenda. In 2020, discussions 

resulting from our corporate governance outreach 

program focused on social and governance 

issues, diversity, equality and inclusion and  

board refreshment.
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Our Corporate
Governance
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Company Mission & Vision
Guiding the company towards future goals 

through strategic planning.

Compliance
Maintaining compliance with the laws and 

regulations set for the company.

Ethics
Holding the company and all employees to 

a high ethical standard.

Transparency
Sharing a wealth of information relevant 

to our stakeholders on the company’s 

operations, success and challenges.

Accountability
Inspiring employees to take ownership for their 

actions and be conscientious of their impact 

on the organization’s overall performance.



“No matter what, our 
teams showed up and 
delivered.” – Marc Krug, 
Division President, Travel

Fair & Ethical COVID  

Pricing Guidelines

Early on, we made the decision 

to be mindful about what we 

charged our clients during 

the pandemic, implementing 

pricing guidelines that outlined 

principles for pricing our services 

fairly and ethically. It was our 

commitment to our clients, to 

our communities, and the nation. 

We were the first company to 

adopt such guidelines, leading 

the industry to staff more than 

8,600 healthcare professionals 

on COVID assignments. 

Expediting Licensing 

We partnered with various 

organizations and government 

agencies including the National 

Council of State Boards of 

Nursing to fast-track nationwide 

compact nurse licensure, the 

Enhanced Nurse Licensure 

Compact and the Advanced 

Practice Registered Nurse 

Compact, to quickly get 

healthcare professionals where 

they were needed most during 

this and any future public health 

emergency. Additionally, we 

fully support the Temporary 

Reciprocity to Ensure Access to 

Treatment Act, which  

would temporarily authorize  

the interstate provision of 

in-person healthcare and 

telehealth services.

Executive Leadership &  

Clinical Expertise

Chief Clinical Officer Dr. Hank 

Drummond was appointed 

to The Joint Commission’s 

Healthcare Staffing Advisory 

Council, which evaluates 

healthcare organizations 

and inspires them to excel in 

providing safe and effective care 

of the highest quality and value.

Our Nation
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WE SERVE

Our credentialing team worked tirelessly to 

meet emergency licensing requirements. 

Above is one of our team leads – Lisa Sellers.
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Many healthcare professionals left their homes, families and permanent jobs to brave the front lines in 

hot spots across the country, including New York, Florida, and Oregon. Pictured above is a group of our 

registered respiratory therapists fighting the COVID-19 pandemic together. 

Billy and Amy, husband and wife travel nurses, left 

their jobs and nurse practitioner school to travel to 

New York as the pandemic peaked in the state. 

Rachel and Mark are two of our respiratory 

therapists who jumped onto the front lines 

of the COVID-19 crisis in Washington.



Throughout the pandemic, we adhered to our 

core values and beliefs by always striving to 

do the right thing for our clients, healthcare 

professionals, communities, and shareholders.

Our clients relied on us to provide workforce 

solutions based on real-time data as they struggled 

to address cost containment, revenue loss from 

canceled elective procedures and perpetual 

uncertainty on required staffing levels throughout 

the pandemic.

Our Partner 
Facilities
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WE SERVE

“Everyone from every 
department worked extra 
hours to ensure our client 
healthcare organizations, 
their patients and their 
communities had what 
they needed to fight 
COVID-19.” – Amiee 
Hawkins, SVP, Operations
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Chief Clinical Officer Hank 

Drummond assists the staff 

at UI Health with fit testing  

of respirators.

Healthcare workers at 

Northwell Health in New 

York welcome our nurses at 

the height of the pandemic.

Our onboarding specialists 

check in hundreds of 

healthcare professionals in 

just hours at UI Health.



Valentine’s Day Candygrams 

Employees shared a little love with their peers and 

raised over $7,000 for Random Acts of Flowers, 

an organization which delivers recycled flowers to 

individuals in healthcare facilities across America, 

giving them a sense of encouragement, kindness 

and an overall improvement of emotional health. 

Pictured on the opposite page are some of the 

employees who participated.

Back to School Drives

Using a combination of virtual donation platforms 

and in person drop-boxes for school supplies, 

Cross Country employees contributed more 

than $1,000 toward two back-to-school charity 

initiatives, including the nationwide Kids in Need 

Foundation and the Education Foundation of Palm 

Beach County.

Despite the many challenges the pandemic brought in 2020, Cross Country Healthcare employees 

continued their tradition of generous community outreach with a variety of online fundraising events. 

Here are some of the highlights:
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“Some of my best bonding moments with my 

coworkers have been at these events.”  

– Diana Hall, Director, Compliance 

Our Community

WE SERVE



Breast Cancer Awareness Month (October)

Employees, like the one wearing pink above, 

were given the opportunity to compete for 

pink prizes with direct deductions from their 

paychecks. Their donations totaled $8,210,  

which was matched by the company for a  

$16,000 total contribution to the Breast Cancer 

Research Foundation.

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Light the Night 

Employees held a number of virtual fundraising 

events and activities such as virtual yoga, silent 

auction, trivia night, pet fashion show and sales of 

LLS merchandise on the company store website. 

Additionally, the Boca Raton office hosted a 

number of socially distanced local events at 

nearby restaurants or breweries, with a portion  

of sales from each event being donated. A total  

of $94,923 was raised.

Spirit of Giving Holiday Gift Drive  

Cross Country Healthcare partnered with Spirit  

of Giving for the second year in a row to help  

make holiday wishes come true for more than 

5,000 children. 

Corporate employees sponsored individual 

children by donating new, unwrapped gift items 

in the Boca Raton office while remote employees 

were able to make a cash donation or gift  

purchase online. 

15WE SERVE
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We are proud to partner with some of the most successful, visible and innovative organizations across  
the country. Together, we create shared value and help improve access to quality healthcare.

Our Partners

WE SERVE
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For Our 
Healthcare 
Professionals

WE CARE
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Throughout the COVID-19 crisis, we supported 

our healthcare professionals on the front lines 

nationwide with emotional support, education, 

resources and guidance when and where they 

needed it. 

In March of 2020, we launched a 24/7 COVID-19 

hotline staffed entirely by a team of in-house 

clinicians (pictured right) to offer the vital 

emotional support and guidance our healthcare 

professionals required to face unprecedented 

challenges. The clinicians answered questions, 

calmed fears, soothed anxieties and provided 

resources to support our healthcare professionals 

both on the job and off. The hotline answered 

more than 13,000 calls in 2020.

Additionally, our COVID-19 resource page was 

prominently featured on our websites, and was 

repeatedly shared out in text messages, emails, 

social media posts and other communications. The 

resource page featured COVID-19 FAQs, numerous 

pandemic-related articles and links, information 

regarding individual state licensure requirements 

and emergency waivers, and the most recent 

guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention and the World Health Organization. 

Finally, we co-hosted several live webinars with 

Florida Atlantic University’s Christine E. Lynn 

College of Nursing to spark dialogue and apply 

lessons learned throughout the pandemic to 

create guidelines which may better protect our 

healthcare professionals’ physical, mental and 

emotional well-being moving forward.

“Cross Country was great with 
responding to concerns regarding 
COVID-19. I am very thankful to have 
joined the company.” – Veisha M., RN, 
pictured to the right
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 13,000+
COVID Hotline Calls

In 2020, we launched a hotline 

staffed entirely by a team of in-house 

clinicians to support our healthcare 

professionals during the pandemic.

 101,755
COVID Page Views

Our online COVID resource center, 

with 101,755 unique views, features 

FAQs, updated state licensure 

requirements, and CDC/WHO 

guidance.



Work/Life Employee Assistance  

Program (EAP)

The EAP offers confidential support and  

resources to help employees balance the needs of 

work, family and personal responsibilities. Available 

via telephone 24/7, it covers a wide variety of 

concerns related to stress and anxiety, work and 

family, grief, legal and financial, emotional and 

physiological, depression, personal improvement, 

child and elderly care, difficulties in relationships 

and alcohol and drug abuse. 

Waiving Co-Pays for COVID Testing 

Cross Country Healthcare partnered with our 

medical insurance carrier to waive all co-pays 

for COVID-19 testing and associated care for all 

employees. 

Keeping Our Team Safe and Healthy  

All Year Round

Our wellness activity calendar featured monthly 

events and educational sessions to help 

employees reach and maintain their health  

and wellness goals – like our virtual yoga classes  

featured on the opposite page. Blood drives, 

annual check-ups, weight-loss competitions, flu 

shot clinics, biometric health risk assessments and 

more provided education, guidance and motivation. 

Additionally, virtual ‘Lunch and Learn’ sessions  

were scheduled throughout the year, focusing  

on physical, mental and financial wellness topics. 

We marked one or more health observances  

every month, including heart health, high blood 

pressure awareness, men’s health, children’s 

dental health and more, providing additional 

resources for employees to educate themselves 

and their families.

Paid Time Off Roll-Over

Cross Country employees in every division 

worked extra hours during the height of the 

pandemic to ensure our healthcare clients had the 

healthcare professionals they required to address 

surges. Often, this meant sacrificing days off and 

even vacation time. To ensure all employees were 

able to take their hard-earned time off, the allotted 

annual carryover time was increased from 40 to 

80 hours going into 2021.
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For Our Corporate 
Employees

WE CARE



 +3 days
Mental Health

Employees enjoyed three extra days 

of paid time off for mental health  

care in 2020.

 80 hours
Vacation Rollover

Employees were able to increase 

vacation rollover time going into 2021 

from 40 to 80 hours.

21WE CAREWE CARE
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From pizza parties, 
pictured above, to fun 
virtual events, our Spirit 
Squad helped us connect 
like never before.

By Staying In Touch

WE CARE
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Throughout 2020, we found ways 

to stay connected. Numerous Spirit 

Squad initiatives, virtual town halls, 

contests on Teams and more helped 

to boost morale and keep employees 

engaged and informed. When the 

company first went 100% remote, the 

Spirit Squad posted weekly tips, sharing 

stress and meditation techniques, 

quarantine playlists, series/movie/

book recommendations, healthy meals 

and snack recipes, as well as ideas for 

decluttering and organization.

We measured the well-being of both 

corporate employees and healthcare 

professionals during the pandemic 

by conducting numerous surveys. 

They allowed us to gain insight on 

how employees were adjusting to 

working from home, their thoughts 

on returning to the office and 

employee engagement. Additionally, 

we surveyed nurses to see if the 

pandemic changed their opinions 

about nursing.

During 2020 we connected like never before. 

We held over 92,000 Teams meetings, sent over 210,000 direct messages,  

had over 13,000 calls to the COVID-hotline and held over 25 virtual events. 

“I want to give thanks to all of our  
team members that have kept Cross 
Country strong throughout 2020, and 
for maintaining a culture of diversity and 
empowerment by staying connected.” 
 – Colin McDonald, SVP, HR
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We are dedicated to being eco-conscious for our people, business and community. Together, we aim to 

offset our carbon footprint by reducing, reusing and recycling. 
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CARBON FOOTPRINT
36,799.742 lbs of CO2 

emissions avoided = 3.558 
cars o� the road per year

50,827.996 lbs of 
paper shredded and 

recycled means:

LANDFILL SPACE
127.070 cubic yards of 

landfill space conserved

WATER
696,623.154 gallons of 
water saved = 76.242 

pools full of water saved

TREES
426.446 trees preserved

ENERGY
57,435.640 kWh of electricity 

saved = 152.484 years of 
energy required to power

a laptop
Planning for the Future

In 2021, we will install new LED lighting to reduce energy consumption and implement 

a new recycling program to help eliminate plastic trash liners, which entails replacing all 

desk trash bins with area trash/recycle bins. Additionally, we are committed to installing 

solar blinds on all exterior windows to reduce heat and glare, and to improve the overall 

health and well-being of our employees.

Cross Country Healthcare is reducing power costs 

by installing automatic, touch-less faucets that use 

less water than traditional faucets. 

We also went plastic bag-free by using recycling 

stations instead of individual trash bins for each 

work station. We minimize our paper consumption 

and use technology to reduce manual processes. 

In 2020, Cross Country minimized our carbon 

footprint by embracing a virtual work environment, 

closing approximately 50 office locations and 

consolidating our two headquarters buildings  

into one. We are committed to having a positive  

social and environmental impact across our 

national footprint.

For Our Environment

WE CARE
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CARBON FOOTPRINT
36,799.742 lbs of CO2 

emissions avoided = 3.558 
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saved = 152.484 years of 
energy required to power

a laptop
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Kirstin Small 
Manager, Recruitment

I joined Cross Country 
Impact to be included in 
making a difference in our 
organization’s diversity 
footprint.

Cheryl Hardy 
Director, Marketing

I joined CCI because I believe 
every organization requires 
internal champions that 
are committed to putting 
actions behind the sentiment 
of fostering a diverse and 
inclusive corporate culture.

Our Employees To
Make An Impact

WE EMPOWER

Founded in 2020, Cross Country Impact (CCI) is an employee-led committee 

mandated to lead our diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives with strategic 

goals, and to identify, generate and offer solutions to any obstacles to achieving 

those goals. CCI reports its accomplishments to the board of directors quarterly.
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Casey Borrero 
Manager, Marketing

I joined Cross Country Impact 
because I want to make an 
IMPACT in supporting diversity 
and inclusivity ideologies. 

Jaclyn Tarlowe 
Director, Staffing

I joined CCI to further our 
corporate initiative to ensure 
everyone has a voice and  
is included and to inspire 
others to create and share 
their views.  

Samantha Holt 
Director,  
Talent Acquisition & 
Employee Success

I became a member of Cross 
Country Impact to help CCH 
create a more inclusive 
environment for all employees!  

Anthony Sneed 
Recruiter

I joined Cross Country Impact 
to give our teams a platform  
to promote and foster 
diversity and inclusion in all 
shapes and forms. 

Angie Shultis 
Manager, Marketing

I joined Cross Country 
Impact to help our teams put 
our strongly held ideals of 
diversity and inclusivity into 
action in a meaningful way. 

Richard Polanco 
Corporate Recruiter

I joined Cross Country 
Impact to better not only 
the company’s but also my 
understanding of diversity and 
inclusivity in all aspects.  
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Cross Country Impact organized numerous events 

throughout the year to highlight and celebrate 

the diversity of our team members. We believe 

that sharing our unique stories with each other 

helps us identify and acknowledge individual 

strengths and increases awareness of how unique 

perspectives improve problem solving and drive 

innovation. Additionally, we know that promoting 

diversity and inclusion creates a productive work 

environment that brings out the very best in 

individuals and our company.

The opposite page highlights some of the diversity 

and inclusion events we celebrated in 2020.

Juneteenth

In observance of Juneteenth, 

before it was even declared a 

federal holiday, Cross Country 

Impact created a Spotify playlist 

called Juneteenth Jams, featuring  

a variety of Black artists, both  

old and new.

Blackout Tuesday

On Tuesday, June 2, 2020, Cross 

Country Healthcare proudly joined 

numerous other organizations 

worldwide in observance of 

By Celebrating 
Diversity

WE EMPOWER

“I love learning about 
the experiences and 
perspectives of my 
coworkers during our 
diversity celebrations.”  
– Karen Sancilio, HR
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Blackout Tuesday. Originally organized by the 

music industry, Blackout Tuesday became an 

international collective action to protest racism 

and social injustice. Our numerous social media 

channels were paused for the day to allow for 

reflection on these issues.

National Hispanic Heritage Month

We recognized National Hispanic Heritage Month 

with a social media campaign aimed at educating 

the public with current data about the Hispanic 

Population in the United States. We also shared an 

impactful, real-life story from one of our Hispanic 

healthcare professionals who faced bias and 

discrimination on the job because of her Hispanic 

heritage, prior to joining Cross Country Healthcare.

Global Diversity Awareness Month

To recognize Global Diversity Awareness Month, 

Cross Country Healthcare created a video 

demonstrating how cultural awareness, inclusion 

and education play a critical role in health equity, a 

fundamental healthcare service delivery aspect. It 

spoke to our commitment to supporting our clients, 

their facilities and their communities in the mission 

to eliminate the barriers to healthy living and 

wellness for everyone.



Through Inspiration & 
Shared Leadership

WE EMPOWER
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Employee town halls were 

created to share business 

updates and challenges, as well 

as to showcase our exemplary 

board of directors and esteemed 

members of the healthcare and 

IT communities. Guest speakers 

inspired and empowered each 

of us to make a difference by 

sharing personal anecdotes 

that invoked a sense of shared 

leadership, courage under fire 

and personal responsibility in 

the creation of a better world.

“Employee town halls in 2020 
reinforced just how important 
the work we do here is, and how 
deeply it affects not just our local 
communities, but the world as a 
whole.” – Hank Drummond, CCO

In 2020, co-founder and CEO Kevin Clark began to host bi-
monthly employee town hall meetings as a way to help everyone 
stay informed, engaged and connected.



Janice Nevin, MD, MPH

Cross Country Healthcare 
Board of Directors

Darrell S. Freeman, Sr.

Cross Country Healthcare 
Board of Directors

“Determination, perseverance and persistence lead  

to performance. We will win – no excuses!”

“Diverse caregivers and inclusive leadership are 

necessary to ensure that we are reflective of and 

responsive to the communities we serve.”

Art Papas  

CEO & Co-Founder 
Bullhorn

“Staffing companies have a unique opportunity to 

create a better tomorrow. We can shape a world of 

work that is fairer and more inclusive.”

Rev. Dr. John G. Moore, Sr.  

Philanthropy & Engagement 
Director, United Way

“Always remember Dr. King’s great words, ‘Injustice 

anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.’ So please 

continue to keep the dream, and the dreamer, alive.”
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Professional Development

In 2020, we made the decision to adopt a powerful 

new human resources tool called Dayforce,  

which allows employees to manage timesheets,  

PTO and more anytime, anywhere, on a desktop or 

mobile device. 

Additionally, Dayforce features a fully interactive 

learning management system (LMS), where employees 

can access professional development resources such 

as skills training courses at their convenience. 

Educational Resources

We’re proud to partner with Strayer and Capella 

Universities to provide both our corporate employees 

and healthcare professionals with access to flexible 

degree programs at a discounted cost. Both 

universities offer a modern, online education that 

fits working adults’ schedules, whether they decide 

to pursue an associate, bachelor’s, master’s or 

doctoral program. Discounted tuition and substantial 

scholarships are both available through this 

partnership. In 2020, the partnership resulted in seven 

new enrollments and four continuing enrollments in 

various healthcare degree programs.
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Through Mentoring & Education

WE EMPOWER
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Florida Atlantic University (FAU) Partnership

As part of the partnership established in 2019 

with FAU’s Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing, 

we provided 10 scholarships to nursing students 

throughout the 2020 school year. One of the 

recipients wrote to us and shared the impact it 

made in her life:

Hello, my name is Edline Vilsaint. I am the 
recipient of the 2020-2021 FAU nursing 
scholarship provided by Mr. Kevin Clark and Mr. 
Hank Drummond from Cross Country Healthcare. 
I would like to say thank you to the contribution to 
my education. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I had lost my 
second job which forced me to work longer hours 
to help pay for my books and tuition. When I 
received the generous donation, I was delighted 
to know that I could focus more on my education 
and less on the burden of paying for my education 
for the year. 

I know you would be glad to hear that I have 
completed my third year of college while achieving 
all my courses with As. So, I would like to again 
say thank you for your generous contribution to 
my education. 



“It makes me really proud 
to work for a company that 
understands the importance 
of a diverse workforce.”  
– Rose Mullins, Receptionist

At Cross Country Healthcare, we believe that 

workplace diversity is not an option - it is a vital 

building block of our success as a company. A diverse 

workplace creates an inclusive environment that 

enables both individual employees and the company to 

achieve their full potential. 

The true value of that diversity allows us to draw on 

a fuller range of experiences to solve the complex 

problems inherent in an industry that matches human 

beings with jobs in which they can thrive. We are 

committed to continuing to find ways to expand our 

diversity as a company.
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75%
Women

2020  
Total Corporate 
Workforce

1,251

43%
Gen Y & Millennials

1.5%
Veterans

By Respecting
All Voices

WE EMPOWER



From 2019 to 2020, we improved 3% in 

diverse classifications represented by our 

workforce. And, board member diversification 

increased .5% year over year.

37WE EMPOWER

Workforce that represent 

diverse classifications 

37%

Board members that represent 

diverse classifications 

38%
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Women to Succeed

WE EMPOWER

Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index (GEI) Participation

Recognizing that disclosure is a critical first step in reaching gender parity, Cross Country Healthcare 

submitted a comprehensive set of internal employee gender data from 2019 using the company’s 

Bloomberg Gender Reporting Framework. 

The Framework helps determine a company’s progress towards equal representation of gender 

throughout the levels of the organization, commitment to gender equality goals, policies in place to 

reduce the impact of familial stresses and responsibilities on the workplace, and progress towards 

positive impact on women outside the employee base.

“I’ve never felt so supported in a job. I know exactly what 

is expected of me, and if I need help achieving goals, or 

just want to learn something new, there are numerous 

trainings available.” – Katie Granville, VP, Sales



64.63 %  
was our GEI score

92.7%  
was our disclosure score

The GEI framework aims to capture social 

data across five areas of the company: 

1) Female leadership & talent pipeline, 

2) Equal pay and gender pay parity, 3) 

Inclusive culture, 4) Sexual harassment 

policies, and 5) Pro-women brand.

The GEI score measures both level of 

disclosure of gender-related data, as well 

as distinguished performance via a data 

excellence component score.

63%  

of women in our organization 

are in the top pay quartile

74%  

of the employees promoted at 

Cross Country are women

73%  

of Cross Country new hires  

are women
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For All 
Our Employees 

The pandemic, despite its many dilemmas, became a 

revealing force: it highlighted the adaptability and resilience 

of our workforce. 

Thanks to the tireless dedication of the IT department, most 

of our corporate workforce was able to switch to working 

remotely in mere days and continued to do so uninterrupted for 

the remainder of the year. To guarantee ceaseless operations, 

additional team members also performed their tasks from our 

physical locations, including reception, mail room and accounts 

payable. Recruiters, sales teams and the marketing department 

collaborated remotely from various locations throughout the 

U.S. – often at night and on weekends -- to ensure record 

numbers of orders were timely and efficiently addressed. All 

in support of our healthcare providers who put their lives and 

health at stake for the well-being of others.

Pictured on the opposite page 
are some of our Information 
Technology and Facilities 
employees who continued to 
come into the office during 
the pandemic.

“I am extremely proud of our teams and their 

dedication during an extraordinarily difficult time.”  

– Stacy Dean, Sr. Director, Recruitment
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For All Our Healthcare 
Professionals

WE ARE THANKFUL
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As the hero chants begin to fade, we are thankful we get to 

work with so many of these beautiful, selfless souls every 

single day. Pandemic or not, they work hard to improve the 

health and well-being of others in hospitals, schools, assisted 

living facilities and many underserved communities. 

Here are some of their stories.
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My career has been greatly 

influenced and shaped by 

my work in underserved 

communities. It’s taught me 

the importance of building 

rapport and creating enjoyable 

therapeutic experiences 

for my students.  I’ve been 

fortunate enough to empower 

these students by providing 

individualized therapy to 

help overcome speech and 

language challenges. I invite the 

students to engage in fun and 

interesting activities relative to 

their experiences. This builds 

trust, confidence and results in 

positive outcomes.

I believe it is better to give than 

to receive. Watching children 

meet their language and speech 

goals has been a gift to me that 

propels each day into the next. 

It drives me and pushes me to 

be more thoughtful, purposeful 

and intentional in my efforts. 

This is the most rewarding 

part of providing services to 

underserved populations.
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I became a speech-language pathology assistant to help people 
with communication disorders find their voice. Communication 
is such a vital part of our existence as human beings. I simply 
want everyone to have the opportunity to learn how to express 
themselves and understand what they hear. I believe the therapy 
we provide does just that. 

Vanessa Milton, SLPA
Cross Country Education

WE ARE THANKFUL



“Watching children meet their language 

and speech goals has been a gift to me that 

propels each day into the next.”
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I thrive on challenges, and I 

welcomed them all. 

Over the years, I have worked 

on several Indian reservations: 

Navajo, Sioux, Chickasaw, Crow, 

and Ojibwe tribes, to name a 

few. This work gave me the 

privilege of being taught a few of 

their tribal medicine traditions. I 

was also fortunate to learn how 

individual cultures relate to and 

impact their overall health and 

medical illnesses. Some of the 

more remote facilities didn’t have 

all of the bells and whistles of 

our 21st-century technologies. 

Rudimentary? Yes, however, 

I have a persevering spirit, 

and this was encouraging, not 

discouraging. 

Many times, admittedly, it was 

overwhelming. However, these 

types of challenges allowed 

me to become a more creative 

clinician, consistently thinking 

outside the box and often 

resorting to the very basics when 

making a diagnosis. 

“Wilderness medicine.” “Rudimentary.” “Third-world in the United 

States.” These were just a few of the words colleagues used to 

prepare me for the experience of working for Indian Health Service. 

Katherine M. Brooks, 
MD, FACP
Cross Country Locums

WE ARE THANKFUL
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“I was also fortunate to learn how individual 

cultures relate to and impact their overall 

health and medical illnesses.”
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I think when we prepared for 

the Ebola virus, it was just all 

preparedness. There was a time 

when we were scared, but it 

never escalated to this degree. 

This was very overwhelming. It 

was difficult to see the patients. 

You know, me being isolated 

and away from my family was a 

choice that I made. But seeing 

the patients in the ER, away 

from their families, all alone in 

their moment of vulnerability, 

was very difficult. It was also 

humbling to walk alongside 

them and to be with them at that 

time. It kind of made you forget 

your struggles or your sacrifices.

As nurses, we go into work, 

coronavirus or not, pandemic 

or not, and we give it our all. 

We are there for our patients. 

I guess it’s a mindset that we 

have established before all of 

this. The nurses I worked with 

during the pandemic – we 

formed a unique bond based on 

our shared commitment to care 

for patients “no matter what,” 

and the glimmer of hope we saw 

as it got brighter and brighter on 

the horizon.

I had plans to take two months off starting March 17, 2020. And 

then the airports started to close, and news of the coronavirus was 

everywhere and… I’m a nurse. I felt like I had to stay and work and 

help out. I felt like the only choice for me was to come to New York 

and put my plans of seeing my family on hold.

Nabiha Saad, RN
Cross Country Nurses

WE ARE THANKFUL
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“I’m a nurse. I felt like I had to stay and 

work and help out.”



GRI Index
Cross Country Healthcare reports on all components of our  

Corporate Social Responsibility program through our Global Reporting 

Initiative (GRI) Index. Ongoing updates on our work can be found at 

crosscountryhealthcare.com/corporate-social-responsibility.



GRI CONTENT INDEX

This report has been prepared in accordance to GRI Standards. GRI is a universally applicable, 

comparable framework that facilitates transparency and accuracy. 

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

GRI CODE

102-1

102-3

102-4

102-5

102-7

102-6

102-2

BRIEF REQUIREMENT

Name of the organization

Location of headquarters

Location of operations

Ownership and legal form

Scale of the organization

Markets served

Activities, brands, products, 

and services

REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

Cross Country Healthcare, Inc.

Boca Raton, Florida, USA.

United States of America.

Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. was 

incorporated in 1986.

Cross Country Healthcare holds 3 different 

operations with assets valued in USD 

356,972,903. Debt is recorded at USD 

53,408,324 and equity at USD 154,374,906. 

By December 31, 2021, 28,225 healthcare 

professionals were presented with 510,381 

assignments serving 28,606 different facilities. 

Net sales raised to USD 836,417,258 and 

costs were logged for USD 175,122,280. 

Information on beneficial ownership for Cross 

Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report is 

available at ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual 

Report available at ir.crosscountryhealthcare.

com/investor-relations.

Total talent management, including strategic 

workforce solutions, contingent staffing, 

permanent placement and other consultative 

services for healthcare clients.

GENERAL DISCLOSURES



ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-8 Information on employees and 

other workers

As one of the leading suppliers of travel healthcare 

professionals and a Best of Staffing® Talent Award 

winner, Cross Country Healthcare offers thousands 

of opportunities for healthcare professionals across 

the country through its various affiliates. 

1,251 corporate employees

28,225 healthcare professionals placed on 

assignment during 2020

38% of our Board Members represent diverse 

classifications

75% of all employees are women

99% of the corporate employees work full time 

Cross Country Healthcare corporate team is 1% 

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, 3% Two or more races, 

4% Asian, 2% Unknown, 12% Hispanic or Latino, 

15% Black or African American and 63% White. 

Cross Country Healthcare corporate team is 4% 

GenZ, 15% Boomers, 38% GenX and 43% GenY  

and Millennials.

102-9 Supply chain We believe our responsibility to provide a diverse 

environment extends to our affiliate vendors, 

consultants and other suppliers.   We endeavor to 

partner with diverse affiliate vendors, consultants 

and other suppliers when possible, such as minority 

and woman owned affiliate vendors.  An inclusive 

procurement strategy widens the pool of potential 

suppliers. By providing an increased amount of 

sourcing options, inclusiveness may render supply 

chains more resilient and agile. This sort of flexibility 

has proven fundamental during the COVID-19 

pandemic. More information in Cross Country 

Healthcare 2020 Annual Report available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations.



ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-10 Significant changes to the 

organization and its supply chain

The COVID-19 pandemic drove unprecedented 

volatility in demand throughout 2020 with rising 

needs for critical responders in the hardest hit 

states, followed by declines in orders. Many 

hospitals encountered lower census, worker 

furloughs and mandatory deferrals for elective 

procedures. Heavier reliance for tele-services for 

allied specialties was detected, in particular for 

education clients as schools closed. Regrettably, 

certain healthcare professionals were exposed, 

diagnosed or quarantined as a result of the virus. 

As part of Cross Country Healthcare’s response to 

COVID-19, a cross-functional team was summoned 

to ensure swift reaction to customer’s needs and 

changes in the supply chain. More information in 

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 
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GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-11 Precautionary principle or 

approach

Cross Country Healthcare’s Business Continuity 

Plan (BCP) provides a program to recover the 

organization’s vital business functions in the event 

of a disruption of the organization’s operations. 

The goal of this plan is to set out the mitigation, 

preparation, warning, response and business 

continuity arrangements for the core processes 

and system production environment impacted by 

the loss of a facility or data center.  The BCP is 

reviewed annually and during hurricane season. 

The Company’s Crisis Management Team 

meets monthly to review procedures. All Crisis 

Management Team Members are responsible 

for ensuring their department’s information is 

up-to-date and core elements of the BCP are 

reviewed and updated as necessary.  The core 

elements of the BCP include:  business impact 

analysis, recovery strategies, contacts, facilities 

information, logistics and acquired resources. 

Cross Country Healthcare has established an 

emergency alert hotline to keep employees 

updated as to the status of business during a crisis 

situation. During the pandemic, Cross Country 

Healthcare has developed a COVID-19 Prevention 

Program (CPP)  to reduce the impact of COVID-19 

outbreak conditions within office workplaces. CPP 

focused on workplace practice controls, including 

implementing new technology for symptom and 

contract tracing, personal protective equipment 

(PPE), communication, reporting, and training. 

The Company undergoes a comprehensive risk 

assessment annually and, as necessary, throughout 

the year.  Risk factors are disclosed in the Cross 

Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report available 

at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-

relations.

102-12 External initiatives Cross Country Healthcare adopted a  

Human Rights Policy, which is guided by the 

International Labour Organization Declaration  

on Fundamental Principles



ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-13 Membership of associations AACN - Critical Care Nurses Association is the 

world’s largest specialty nursing organization of 

acute and critical care nurses.  

ACHE - American College of Healthcare Executives 

is a professional society for healthcare leaders 

committed to improving health. 

AHA - American Hospital Association (AHA) is the 

national organization that represents and serves 

hospitals, health care networks, their patients, and 

communities. 

AMGA - American Medical Group Association 

is a trade association dedicated to dramatically 

improving population health and delivering care at 

lower costs.

ANA - American Nurses Association represents the 

interests of four million US registered nurses. 

ANCC - American Nurse Credentialing Center 

recognizes healthcare organizations that promote 

nursing excellence and quality patient outcomes 

while providing safe, positive work environments. 

ANCC - The American Nurses Credentialing Center 

Pathway to Excellence Program recognizes a 

health care organization’s commitment to creating 

a positive practice environment.

AONL - American Organization of Nursing Leaders 

is the voice of nursing leadership. 

AzHHA - Arizona Hospital and Healthcare 

Association is a forum for Arizona hospital and 

healthcare partners.

ENA - Emergency Nurses Association is dedicated 

to defining the future of emergency nursing.

FADONA - Florida Association of Nursing 

Administrators is the premier organization for the 

advancement of nursing executives and leaders.

FAU - Florida Atlantic University is a student-

centered public research university committed to 

empowering students who wish to make a difference. 



ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-13 Membership of associations HFMA - Healthcare Financial Management 

Association is a leading organization for healthcare 

finance.

Joint Commission is a global driver of quality 

improvement and patient safety in health care. 

MGMA - Medical Group Management Association 

empowers healthcare practices and providers with 

data insights, networking events and a wealth of 

resources. 

MHA - Minnesota Hospital Association represents 

Minnesota’s hospitals and health systems. 

NAHSE - National Association of Health Service 

Executives is a non-profit association of Black 

health care executives invested in ensuring greater 

participation of minority groups in the health field. 

NACHRI - National Association of Children’s 

Hospitals and Related Institutions advances child 

health through innovation in quality, cost and 

delivery of care with children’s hospitals.   

National Council of State Boards of Nursing is an 

independent, not-for-profit organization through 

which nursing regulatory bodies counsel together 

on matters of public health, safety and welfare.

NATHO - National Association of Travel Healthcare 

Organizations is a non-profit association of travel 

healthcare organizations to promote ethical 

business practices in the travel healthcare industry.

NRHA - National Rural Health Association is a 

national non-profit membership organization 

providing leadership on rural health issues.

Nursing Consortium of South Florida is a not-for-

profit corporation strengthening relationships 

between nurses in practice and academic settings.

Nursing Now aims to raise the status and profile 

of nursing and to empower nurses to take their 

place at the heart of tackling 21st Century health 

challenges.
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ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-14 Statement from the most senior 

decision-maker of the organization

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 CSR Report CEO 

Letter.

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and 

opportunities

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and 

norms of behavior

Cross Country Healthcare has adopted a Business 

Ethics Policy, Code of Conduct and Code of 

Ethics which provide guidance to employees, 

independent contractors and vendors. This 

framework is aligned with Cross Country 

Healthcare core values, to operate with the highest 

level of integrity and respect, remaining connected 

to employees, communities and vendors, being 

compassionate and nurturing relationships with 

those served, delivering proven quality service 

and excellence and  fostering creativity that 

encourages innovation. Throughout the pandemic, 

Cross Country Healthcare adhered to its core 

values and beliefs by always striving to do right by 

its clients, healthcare professionals, communities 

and shareholders. Taking a collaborative approach 

to problem-solving, Cross Country Healthcare 

consulted with clients fairly and ethically to ensure 

they took informed talent management decisions. 

Cross Country Healthcare  professionals have 

exemplified compassion and dedication while 

continuing to care for COVID-19 patients on the 

front lines, often times at personal risk.



ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

GOVERNANCE

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and 

concerns about ethics

Cross Country Healthcare’s Business Ethics 

Policy outlines reporting procedures regarding 

concerns about ethics and other matters.  Cross 

Country Healthcare maintains an Ethics/Fraud 

hotline established so that employees may 

confidentially and anonymously report concerns 

regarding questionable accounting or auditing 

matters, suspected violations of the Company’s 

Code of Ethics and other compliance matters. All 

complaints are to be reported directly to the CEO 

and Chairman of the Audit Committee.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-18 Governance structure Annually, Cross Country Healthcare’s Governance 

and Nominating Committee reviews and updates 

its charter and guidelines. The charter may be 

found at www.ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com.

102-19 Delegating authority One of the most important roles of Cross Country 

Healthcare’s Board of Directors is to ensure the 

management team is accountable for fostering a 

culture that fully embodies the company’s core 

values, vision, ethics and social responsibility 

in order to promote a sustainable future. On 

a quarterly basis, during shareholders’ public 

earnings calls, the CEO reports on the importance 

of the company’s culture and its evolution.



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-20 Executive-level responsibility for 

economic, environmental and social 

topics

One of the functions of Cross Country 

Healthcare’s Board of Directors and its CEO 

is to foster a culture that reflects and furthers 

the company’s core values and principles, 

including social responsibility, in order to sustain 

the company’s value and promote its strategy.   

Additional information can be found at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations.

102-21 Consulting stakeholders on 

economic, environmental, and social 

topics

Relationships and forms of communication vary 

with the different categories of stakeholders 

(investors, shareholders, employees, communities 

and the government). Cross Country Healthcare 

has a robust outreach program to obtain 

feedback on corporate social responsibility 

issues and other topics from stakeholders.  

Through dialogue with our stakeholders, Cross 

Country Healthcare is able to listen, learn 

from and consider their recommendations. In 

2020, discussions resulting from Cross Country 

Healthcare corporate governance outreach 

program focused on social and governance 

issues, diversity, equality and inclusion and board 

refreshment. Additional information can be found 

at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-

relations. Cross Country Healthcare believes 

the voices of its talented employees serve the 

organization by identifying, generating, and 

offering solutions to real or perceived obstacles, 

as well as serve an important role as advisors to 

the organization’s overall diversity and inclusion 

initiatives. In 2020, an employee-led council 

named Cross Country Impact was launched. 

The council encourages employees from a wide 

variety of backgrounds and of diversity to come 

together, connect, build relationships and voice 

their concerns. The Committee reports quarterly 

to the CEO and the Board. 



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-22 Composition of the highest 

governance body and its 

committees

The composition of the Board and its committees 

and their responsibilities are detailed in the Cross 

Country Healthcare 2021 Proxy available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations. 

102-23 Chair of highest governance body Thomas C. Dircks serves as an independent 

director and has served as Chairman of the Board 

of Directors since August 2, 2013. Mr. Dircks is 

a Managing Director of Charterhouse Strategic 

Partners. 

102-24 Nominating and selecting the 

highest governance body

Cross Country Healthcare is committed to 

maintaining a diverse board and reviews the 

desired qualifications, skills, experience, expertise, 

diversity and characteristics of potential directors at 

least annually.  Based on those qualifications and 

to further a culture of diversity and inclusion, the 

Board seeks members from various professional 

backgrounds who represent a broad level of 

experience and have a reputations for the utmost 

integrity in order to fulfill the Board’s needs for 

specific expertise and other criteria based on then 

current circumstances. In 2020, Cross Country 

Healthcare welcomed Dr. Janice E. Nevin to the 

board due to her extensive knowledge of the 

healthcare industry and her expertise in leading the 

operations of a large health care system with first-

hand knowledge of healthcare staffing, as well as 

her physician experience and innovative leadership.



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-25 Conflicts of interest Under established principles of law and the 

company’s Business Ethic Policy, every director, 

officer and employee of the Company and its 

subsidiaries has a duty of undivided loyalty to the 

Company and, if confronted with a choice between 

the interests of the company and personal 

economic interests or obligations or duties to 

others, must act in the interests of the company.  

In addition, the company also expects its vendors 

and contractors to comply with both the letter 

and spirit of the company’s Business Ethics Policy 

and to avoid even the appearance of impropriety.  

On a quarterly basis, the company’s internal 

audit team solicits information from directors and 

executive officers in order to monitor potential 

conflicts of interest and to comply with “related 

party disclosure” requirements in documents filed 

with the SEC.   Any potential conflicts of interest 

or suspected fraud are required to be promptly 

reported to the Company’s General Counsel.  The 

company’s Board of Directors reviews the Business 

Ethics Policy at least once annually. Executives and 

employees are required to affirm the company’s 

Business Ethics Policy and to reaffirm it annually 

thereafter.

102-26 Role of highest governance body 

in setting purpose, values, and 

strategy

Cross Country Healthcare’s Board of Directors 

demonstrates and promotes the company’s core 

values and is responsible for setting the tone at 

the top of the organization for ethical leadership.  

The company’s leadership team is responsible for 

observing the highest standards of ethical conduct, 

protecting shareholder value through fair dealings, 

complete honesty and full disclosure, and fostering 

a culture of sustainable business growth through 

promoting social responsibility programs that 

further the company’s strategy.



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-27 Collective knowledge of highest 

governance body

The company’s Audit Committee oversees the 

company’s shareholder engagement program and 

collaborates with the Governance and Nominating 

Committee related to feedback on corporate 

governance and corporate social responsibility 

issues.

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance 

body’s performance

The company’s Audit Committee oversees the 

company’s shareholder engagement program and 

collaborates with the Governance and Nominating 

Committee related to feedback on corporate 

governance and corporate social responsibility 

issues, and they evaluate performance through 

annual Board Committee evaluations.

102-29 Identifying and managing 

economic, environmental, and 

social impacts

The company’s Audit Committee oversees the 

company’s shareholder engagement program and 

collaborates with the Governance and Nominating 

Committee related to feedback on corporate 

governance and corporate social responsibility 

issues.

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management 

process

The company’s Audit Committee oversees the 

company’s shareholder engagement program and 

collaborates with the Governance and Nominating 

Committee related to feedback on corporate 

governance and risk management issues. 

102-31 Review of economic, 

environmental, and social topics

In collaboration with the Audit Committee and 

the Governance and Nominating Committee, the 

Board of Directors reviews the company’s business 

strategy and related economic, environment, 

and social issues to identify relevant risk and 

opportunities.

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in 

sustainability reporting

The Governance and Nominating committee of 

the company’s  Board of Directors oversees the 

company’s corporate social responsibility strategy 

to ensure the company is monitoring and mitigating 

material risks.



GOVERNANCE
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GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-33 Communicating critical concerns The company has a formal shareholder outreach 

program that allows management to solicit feedback 

from stakeholders and share it with the company’s 

Board of Directors through a CEO Report to the 

Board of Directors.

102-34 Nature and total number of critical 

concerns

There are no critical concerns at the time of this 

report.

102-35 Remuneration policies Compensation analysis and director and executive 

compensation information can be found in the Cross 

Country Healthcare 2021 Proxy Statement available 

at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-

relations. 

102-36 Process for determining 

remuneration

Independent directors of Cross Country Healthcare 

receive compensation in the form of cash and 

equity.  All compensation is evaluated by the 

Compensation Committee with the advice of an 

independent expert compensation advisor on 

an annual basis.  Details on the process, policies 

and composition of the company’s Compensation 

Committee can be found in the Cross Country 

Healthcare 2021 Proxy Statement available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations. 

In May 2020, the Board of Directors voluntarily 

elected to take a reduction in cash compensation in 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

102-37 Stakeholders’ involvement in 

remuneration

Each year, the company requests a “say-on-pay” 

vote from its shareholders.   The proposal to approve 

the compensation of Cross Country Healthcare 

executive officers, as described in the 2021 Proxy 

Statement, was approved by 95.56 % of all shares 

then entitled to vote.

102-38 Annual total compensation ratio Detailed information on Cross Country  Healthcare 

named executive officer compensation can be found 

in the company’s 2021 Proxy Statement available 

at  https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-

relations. 



GOVERNANCE
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GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-39 Percentage increase in annual 

total compensation ratio

A complete discussion and analysis of Cross Country 

Healthcare’s compensation program can be found 

in its 2021 Proxy Statement available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations.

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Cross Country Healthcare identifies important 

stakeholders as its shareholders, Board of Directors, 

employees, healthcare professionals, clients, 

communities that it serves, local and federal 

governments, The Joint Commission, and the 

media, as well as any other third party who directly 

influences the day to day activities of the company 

or who impacts its ability to effectively executive its  

strategy to drive sustainable growth.

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements There are no collective bargaining agreements.
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GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-42 Identifying and selecting 

stakeholders

Cross Country Healthcare engages its stakeholders 

in various ways according to the audience:

Shareholders - Cross Country Healthcare conducts 

quarterly and annual earnings calls, presentations, 

one-on-one meetings, conferences and road 

shows, attends annual shareholder’s meeting 

and proactively engages shareholders through its 

outreach program. 

Board of Directors – Six meetings annually and as 

otherwise required.

Employees – In-person meetings, ZOOM meetings, 

webcasts, Intranet, internal presentations from 

leaders and colleagues, TEAM meetings and Team 

channels, various topic specific dedicated hotlines.

Healthcare Professionals – Email, surveys, social 

media, telephone, texting, in-person meetings, and 

videos, topic specific dedicated hotlines.

Clients – Client business reviews, presentations for 

procurement purposes, emails and phone calls.

Local and Federal Government – Interactions with 

local, state, and federal government on healthcare, 

employment, regulatory and legal matters.

The Joint Commission – Interactions with The  

Joint Commission via certification process, on 

regulatory matters and in response to inquiries 

regarding the industry.



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-43 Approach to stakeholder 

engagement

Cross Country Healthcare believes that creating an 

open dialogue with our stakeholders, and listening 

and learning from their recommendations will allow 

Cross Country to be a responsive partner and 

develop programs and activities in response to that 

feedback. During 2020, Cross Country Healthcare 

added two very particular outreach programs 

targeting employee needs and feedback. A 24-7 

clinical hotline was set up to address any and 

all questions related to COVID-19 from our non-

clinical staff, healthcare professionals and clients. 

Cross Country Impact Council was established to 

identify opportunities for employees to advance 

their understanding of what diversity, equity and 

inclusion means in our society and workplace. The 

Council is meant to present workshops ideas, share 

external reports and  studies, and establish webinars 

and internal events the organization can utilize 

to strengthen internal relationships and promote 

positive and productive conversations around 

sustaining a truly inclusive environment.

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised Key questions raised by shareholders and investors 

typically center around financial issues, including, 

but not limited to, profitability, liquidity, market 

outlook, capital allocation, strategy, investments and 

cash flow. In addition, certain stakeholders seek 

information regarding technology advancements, 

regulatory compliance, data privacy and security, 

compensation and diversity.  A main concern 

raised during the pandemic and consequent public 

health crisis was market volatility led by spiked 

and sporadic demands of certain healthcare 

professionals versus significant and lingering 

cancellation of contracts for others, decrease in 

demand and pricing by clients and increased focus 

on cost containment. 

102-45 Entities included in the 

consolidated financial statements

This report covers our headquarters in Boca Raton, 

FL; however, memberships, employee/workforce 

data, governance, and other financial details are 

provided with respect to the enterprise.



GOVERNANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-46 Defining report content and topic 

boundaries

Information can be found in the Cross Country 

Healthcare 2021 Proxy Statement available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations

102-47 List of material topics Information can be found in the Cross Country 

Healthcare 2021 Proxy Statement available at https://

ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/investor-relations

102-48 Restatements of information None.

102-49 Changes in reporting N/A.

102-50 Reporting period Calendar Year 2020.

102-51 Date of most recent report 2019.

102-52 Reporting cycle Annual.

102-53 Contact point for questions 

regarding the report

csr@crosscountryhealthcare.com

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance 

with the GRI Standards

This report is self-declared to be in accordance with 

the Core GRI reporting framework and standards.

102-55 GRI content index GRI Content Index.



GOVERNANCE

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

102-56 External assurance Deloitte & Touche, LLP is the company’s 

independent external auditor responsible for 

performing an independent audit of the company’s 

consolidated financial statements and expressing 

an opinion on those statements based on generally 

accepted accounting principles accepted in the 

United States of America, as well as expressing 

an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control 

over financial reporting.  More information available 

on Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

103-1 Explanation of the material topic 

and its boundaries

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

103-2 The management approach and its 

components

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations.

103-3 Evaluation of approach Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations.



ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

201-1 Direct economic value generated 

and distributed

Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual Report 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

201-2 Financial implications and other 

risks and opportunities due to 

climate change

The nature of Cross Country Healthcare’s business is 

not a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions 

per se. Nonetheless, Cross Country Healthcare 

acknowledges all businesses are responsible for 

taking actions available to them to counteract climate 

change such as reducing energy consumption, 

considering the use of renewable energies, 

decreasing waste and fighting obsolescence, 

optimizing employee transportation by incentivizing 

carpooling and permitting telecommuting, prioritizing 

sustainable suppliers and raising awareness among 

employees, clients and suppliers.

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations 

and other retirement plans

Details regarding the company’s benefit plan 

obligations and other retirement benefits can be 

found in the company’s 2021 Proxy Statement 

available at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

201-4 Financial assistance received from 

the government

Cross Country Healthcare did not receive financial 

assistance in 2020.



MARKET PRESENCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level 

wage by gender compared to local 

minimum wage

Cross Country Healthcare and its subsidiaries  

review compensation packages across the 

enterprise on a regular basis to make sure the 

packages are competitive and fair based on 

geography, gender, and ethnicity.  With respect 

to employees paid on an hourly basis, Cross 

Country Healthcare pays its corporate employees 

more than twice the federal minimum wage on 

average and more than twice the state minimum 

wage in many of the states where it operates. 

Cross Country Healthcare also pays its female 

corporate employees approximately 96% of its male 

employees and is working towards total equality.



INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

203-1 Infrastructure investments and 

services supported

Cross Country Healthcare provides total talent 

solutions centered on clinical specialties, primarily 

for healthcare customers in both  acute and non-

acute care settings.  As such, our business is not 

capital intensive and we do not routinely have 

large-scale infrastructure investments.  Our primary 

infrastructure investments relate to technology 

investments and leasehold improvements in office 

space that is rented.  

As of 2018, Cross Country Healthcare embarked 

on a path of digital transformation and innovation 

across the business with continuous investments 

in expanding technology proficiencies both on the 

candidate engagement and customer facing fronts. 

Areas of investment included recruitment and 

candidate nurturing tools, market analytics, mobile 

applications and self-serve resources, programmatic 

advertising, social media, and other technology 

targeting enhancement of recruiting capabilities. 

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare successfully 

implemented a new tracking application system 

(ATS) for its travel business and launched Cross 

Country Marketplace, a proprietary on-demand 

staffing platform, which is a one-stop self-service 

portal for healthcare professionals that significantly 

improved candidate approach. The new ATS is 

designed to modernize the way delivery teams 

operate while improving applicant experience. 

These are components of a larger technology 

ecosystem that is aimed to drive greater productivity 

as well as growth in revenue and profitability. 



INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS

ANTI-CORRUPTION

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

203-2 Examples of significant identified 

indirect economic impacts of the 

organization, including positive 

and negative impacts

As a leading provider of total talent management 

services throughout the United States, 

Cross Country placed approximately 28,225 

healthcare professionals (e.g. nurses, doctors, 

allied professionals and educators) on 510,381 

assignments in virtually every specialty and area 

of expertise in thousands of acute care hospitals, 

physician practice groups, outpatient and 

ambulatory-care centers, nursing facilities, both 

public schools and charter schools, rehabilitation 

and sports medicine clinics, government facilities, 

and homecare facilities.  As the need for certain 

medical professionals grew during the health crisis, 

many federal and state officials temporarily waived 

license regulations to better fight the outbreak. 

Cross Country Healthcare was in continuous 

communications with health authorities and boards 

of nurses in order to provide its client and its 

healthcare professionals with the most updated 

information and expedite licensing for clinicians 

to address surge capacity needs. More detail is 

available in Cross Country Healthcare 2020 Annual 

Report at https://ir.crosscountryhealthcare.com/

investor-relations. 

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

205-1 Operations assessed for risks 

related to corruption

Cross Country Healthcare has adopted an anti-

corruption policy and requires affirmation of 

the policy upon hire and reaffirmation annually 

thereafter.  The company regularly assesses 

operations for instances of corruption.

205-2 Communication and training 

about anti- corruption policies and 

procedures

Cross Country provides anti-corruption training 

to all employees annually.  All new employees 

are required to read sign and adhere to our anti-

corruption policy prior to joining Cross Country 

Healthcare. The company  maintains a copy of its 

anti-corruption policy and video on its intranet for on 

demand access.



ANTI-CORRUPTION

ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR

ENERGY

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption 

and actions taken

None.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

206-1 Legal actions for anti- competitive 

behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 

practices

In 2020 the Department of Justice conducted an 

anti-trust investigation that was resolved favorably 

for Cross Country Healthcare. 

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

302-1 Energy consumption within the 

organization

Based on data provided by its property manager, 

in 2020 Cross Country Healthcare consumed 

approximately 1,118,640kWh of energy at its 

operational headquarters at 6551 Park of Commerce, 

Boca Raton, Florida.

302-3 Energy intensity In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare measured 

energy intensity for its headquarters at 6551 Park 

of Commerce Blvd., Boca Raton, Florida as 15.89 

(calculated as energy intensity over square feet of 

office space).



WATER
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

EMISSIONS
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

303-1 Water withdrawal by source In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare consumed 

approximately 561,990 gallons of water in its 

headquarters at 6551 Park of Commerce Blvd., Boca 

Raton, Florida, based on information provided by its 

property manager.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) Cross Country Healthcare does not track this 

information.

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) Based on the EPA Power Profiler CO2 emission 

calculator, energy purchased from local utilities 

in 2020 for the functioning of Cross Country 

Healthcare’s operational headquarters at 6551 

Park of Commerce Blvd., Boca Raton resulted in  

1,093,215 pounds of CO2.

305-3 Other indirect  (Scope 3_ GHG 

emissions)

Cross Country Healthcare tracks business- 

related travel expenses, but does not track GHG 

emissions related to business travel or commuting  

of employees. It hopes to track this metric in  

the future.

 

305-4 GHG emissions intensity In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare estimated GHG 

Emissions Intensity for 2020 (calculated over square 

feet of office space) was approximately 15.53. 

305-5 Reduction of GHG GHG emission intensity reduced 12% in 2020. This 

year was marked with the development of a plan 

to replace existing lighting with LED lighting and 

the installation of solar blinds for the dual purpose 

of reducing energy consumption and enhancing 

employee well-being.



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

EMISSIONS
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

307-1 Non-compliance with 

environmental laws and 

regulations

Cross Country was compliant with environmental 

regulations in 2020.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

306-2 Waste by type and disposal 

method

Cross Country Healthcare’s headquarters 

participates in a recycling program for glass, metals 

and most forms of plastic. Reduction of plastic use 

was aided by the elimination of plastic trash liners 

and the replacement of desk trash bins with area 

trash and recycle bins. Cross Country Healthcare 

requires paper shredding at its locations and has 

a contract with a vendor to ensure shredding is in 

compliance with regulations and privacy laws.  

In accordance with the provider, in 2020, shredding 

resulted in approximately 36 thousand pounds of 

CO2 emissions avoided, 127 thousand cubic yards 

of landfill space conserved, 696 thousand gallons of 

water saved and almost 57 thousand kWh spared. 

Cross Country Healthcare continues to monitor and 

target the reduction of paper waste by incentivizing 

the use of electronic agreement management 

platforms. As of 2020,  the provider reported 

accumulated savings of thousands of pounds  

of waste.



EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

401-1 New employee hires and 

employee turnover

In 2020 Cross Country Healthcare hired 321 new 

corporate employees.  It promoted 54 corporate 

employees and had a turnover rate of 22%. 75% 

of promotions were females and 38% represented 

minorities. 75% of promotions consisted of moving 

into a supervisor/manager roles. Cross Country 

Healthcare is proud that 77% of its healthcare 

professionals have been place on assignment more 

than once. 

401-2 Benefits provided to full- time 

employees that are not provided 

to temporary or part-time 

employees

At Cross Country Healthcare, nothing is more 

important than its employees’ overall sense of well 

being. Its comprehensive suite of benefits supports 

every aspect of employee’s health and wellness, 

and it urges all employees to take advantage of the 

broad range of available offerings. Cross Country 

Healthcare leadership team is invested in making 

sure that benefits are competitive and cost effective 

for  employees, both corporate and health care 

professionals. The Benefits department performs 

annual benchmark studies and comparisons to 

ascertain Cross Country Healthcare remains an 

employer of choice. In 2020, the benefits package 

included:  Medical, Vision, Dental, Life Insurance–

basic and supplemental; Disability Insurance–short 

term and long term; 401(k)–with company match; 

Executive Deferred Compensation Plan;  Tuition 

Assistance; Vacation; Sick Time; Personal time; 

Leadership and Professional Development.

2020 has been a challenging year due to COVID-19, 

concerned by the strains the pandemic had on Cross 

Country Healthcare employees, a number of surveys 

were launched to keep in touch with them, identify 

their needs and concerns and ensure they received 

the support they required to cope with their personal 

and family obligations whilst continuing to work 

remotely. Taking into consideration the pandemic toll 

on employee’s well-being, Cross Country Healthcare 

allowed corporate employees to take three Mental 

Health days and made an exception to increase the 

vacation carryover to 80 hours into 2021.



EMPLOYMENT

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

401-3 Parental leave Cross Country Healthcare abides by all federal 

leave, paid and unpaid and  all state and federal 

regulations regarding parental leave.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

403-2 Hazard identification, risk 

assessment, and incident 

investigation

Cross Country Healthcare corporate employees 

reported 2 injury claims in 2020, resulting in 44 lost 

days and no fatalities. 

403-5 Worker training on occupational 

health and safety

Cross Country Healthcare strives to provide a 

safe and healthy work environment. Vendors and 

contractors working on Cross Country Healthcare 

property have the responsibility for maintaining 

a safe and healthy workplace by following safety 

and health rules and practices and reporting 

accidents, injuries and unsafe equipment, 

practices or conditions to the Human Resource 

Department. Cross Country Healthcare abides by 

the Occupational Safety and Health Act,  which 

mandates that employers must provide and maintain 

a safe and healthful workplace for employees and, 

to that end, is required to develop and maintain 

a written, effective Injury and Illness Prevention 

Program that includes, among other things, 

instruction on safe workplace practices. Workers 

have the right to file a complaint about workplace 

safety and health hazards. The name of any person 

who submits a complaint to OSHA must be kept 

confidential by law unless the person requests 

otherwise. All employees are required to attend 

safety trainings.  In addition, healthcare workers are 

required to complete pre-employment training on 

occupational hazards and safety.



OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

403-6 Promotion of worker health Cross Country Healthcare is committed to the 

physical and mental health and well-being of its 

employees. Physical health campaigns feature 

free biometric screenings, flu shots, weight loss 

competitions and educational sessions to provide 

guidance and motivation and help employees reach 

and maintain their health and wellness goals. Cross 

Country Healthcare marks one or more health 

observances every month, including heart health, 

high blood pressure, men’s health, children’s dental 

health and delivers resources for employees to 

educate themselves and their families. Touching 

testimonials and advise to prompt vigilance towards 

breast cancer were showcased during breast cancer 

month in 2020. Mental health endeavors include 

a 24/7 hotline which offers confidential support to 

help balance the needs of work, family and personal 

responsibilities. It covers a wide variety of concerns 

related to stress and anxiety, grief, legal and financial 

concerns, depression, personal improvement, child 

and elderly care, difficulties in relationships and 

alcohol and drug abuse. In addition to the hotline, 

Cross Country Healthcare is in the quest for a 

trained and credentialed healthcare professional and 

licensed social worker to provide regular sessions 

on well-being for both corporate employees and 

health-care professionals.  

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Cross 

Country Healthcare monitored the progression of the 

virus and its impact on the welfare of its employees, 

delivering continuous updates and advise on how 

to keep them, their families and their communities 

safe. At the onset of the pandemic, Cross Country 

Healthcare was swift at securing resources for its 

corporate employees to convert to remote working. 

Healthcare professionals and corporate employees 

were waived co-pays for COVID-19 testing, as well 

as cost shares for deductibles and co-insurance 

associated with COVID-19 treatment. Corporate 

employees were granted three mental health days 

and allowed to carry over up to 80 hours of unused 

vacation to 2021. 



EMPLOYMENT

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

403-6 Promotion of worker health Cross Country Healthcare closely monitored the 

needs of its healthcare professionals. A 24-7 hotline 

was established to  address concerns related 

to COVID-19 from non-clinical staff, healthcare 

professionals and clients. In 2020, the hotline 

received approximately 10,392 calls. 

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

404-1 Average hours of training per year 

per employee

During 2020, Cross Country Healthcare was 

dedicated to the transition of its training resources 

to an LMS platform which will allow for delivery 

automation, course and education program tailoring 

to employee needs and accurate tracking and 

reporting of their progress.



EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

404-2 Programs for upgrading 

employee skills and transition 

assistance programs

Cross Country Healthcare’s mission regarding 

talent management and development is to support 

organizational results and success by employing 

strategies to attract, engage,  develop, and retain 

employees and to partner with its leaders to nurture 

and grow leadership talent.  In 2020, Cross Country 

decided to adopt a powerful Human Resources tool 

called Dayforce, which allows employees to manage 

their HR information anytime, anywhere, on a desktop 

or mobile device. The ability to check schedules, 

review timesheets, access pay statements, request 

time off and more can be accomplished with just 

a few taps. Additionally, Dayforce features a fully 

interactive learning management system (LMS), where 

employees can access professional development 

resources such as skills training courses at their 

convenience. LMS is an innovative platform that 

has transformed the ability of the company to assist 

in growing the career of our internal employees. 

Not only will employees be able to access training 

on-demand, but the level of training will also 

dramatically improve.  The new content for the LMS 

focuses on learning how to better communicate 

with your supervisor and colleagues, working in a 

remote environment, successful interviewing, and 

developing and achieving your annual goals (SMART). 

This new platform will allow the company to track its 

employee’s competencies and evaluate the need for 

supplemental training. It will enable Human Resources 

to measure the growth of its employees, which will 

ultimately lead to internal promotion and decreased 

attrition. In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare partnered 

with Capella University and Strayer University 

to provide employees access to flexible degree 

programs at discounted costs. Both universities 

offer  modern, online education that fits working 

adults’ schedules allowing them to pursue  associate, 

bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral programs. As a 

result of Cross Country Healthcare partnership with 

Florida Atlantic University’s Christine E. Lynn College 

of Nursing, a bi-monthly joint webinar series was 

launched sharing practical strategies and tactics for 

current and future nurses, providing particularly useful 

insight to the profession and its challenges during the 

pandemic.



EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

404-3 Percentage of employees 

receiving regular performance and 

career development reviews

Cross Country Healthcare supports career success 

and growth of its employees through an annual 

review process which is provided at least annually 

to 100% of its employees.  In 2020, and as crucial 

component of the total talent management strategy, 

Cross Country decided to develop a Career 

Pathing Program which will be launched in 2021 to 

encourage upward mobility, employee development, 

top talent retention and higher levels of employee 

engagement.



DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 

and employees

For more than 30 years, Cross Country Healthcare 

has been committed to fostering and maintaining a 

diverse team and cross-cultural understanding.  Its 

mission continues to be to connect all people to jobs 

and provide excellent clinical care to all patients, no 

matter their age, demographics or financial status. 

Including people of different backgrounds, life 

experiences, and perspectives enables creativity 

and promotes innovation and leadership in the 

industry.   In order to foster and maintain a diverse 

culture, Cross Country Healthcare Board intends to 

link diversity initiatives to its company succession 

planning process, include diversity goals into 

the annual leadership goals and increase the 

percentage of minority leaders. 

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare launched 

an employee-led council named Cross Country 

Impact. The council encourages employees from 

a wide variety of backgrounds and of diversity to 

come together, connect, build relationships and 

have their voices heard. Cross Country Impact is 

excited to help put together different activities, 

promote holidays, encourage health equity, and 

learning for all of Cross Country. Cross Country 

Impact goals are centered on workforce diversity: to 

ensure recruitment from a diverse, qualified group 

of candidates to increase diversity of thinking and 

perspective; workforce inclusion: to foster a culture 

that encourages collaboration, flexibility and fairness 

to enable all employees to contribute to their 

potential and increase retention; and sustainability 

and accountability: to identify and breakdown 

systemic barriers to full inclusion by embedding 

diversity and inclusion in policies and practices 

and equipping leaders with the ability to manage 

diversity and be accountable for the results.

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and 

remuneration of women to men

Women represent 53%  of Cross Country’s top 10% 

compensated employees.  Additionally, women 

comprise 62% of top pay quartile, 77% of middle 

pay quartile, 80% of lower middle pay quartile and 

80% of lower pay quartile. These figures relate to 

corporate employees only.



NON-DISCRIMINATION

SECURITY PRACTICES

RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

CHILD LABOR

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and 

corrective actions taken

Cross Country Healthcare had zero reports of 

systemic workforce discrimination in 2020.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

410-1 Security personnel trained 

in human rights policies or 

procedures

All employees through our organization are trained 

in adhering to our Human Rights policy.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

411-1 Incidents of violations involving 

rights of indigenous peoples

There were no incidents of violations involving rights 

of indigenous people in 2020 or in the history of the 

company.

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

408-1 Operations and suppliers at 

significant risk for incidents of child 

labor

Cross Country Healthcare does not hire employees 

under the age of 18.

409-1 Operations and suppliers at 

significant risk for incidents of 

forced or compulsory labor

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare adopted a 

Human Rights policy, which has a zero-tolerance 

policy for forced labor or human trafficking for both 

the company as well as its vendors.



RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

412-1 Operations that have been subject 

to human rights reviews or impact 

assessments

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare was not subject 

to any human rights reviews or impact assessments.

412-2 Employee training on human rights 

policies or procedures

All Cross Country Healthcare leaders are required 

to complete sexual harassment prevention training 

annually.  The company has a zero tolerance policy 

for workplace harassment and values respect of 

each individual.  Employees are required to contact 

the company’s Human Resources department to 

report any suspected misconduct or policy violations.



LOCAL COMMUNITIES
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

413-1 Operations that have been subject 

to human rights reviews or impact 

assessments

Cross Country Healthcare has a rich history of local 

community engagement. The remote work setting 

has not deterred the organization from developing 

creative ways to continue to support the charities 

and groups that count on our support year after 

year: Valentine’s Day Candygrams collections 

donated to Random Acts of Flowers, an organization 

which delivers recycled flowers to individuals in 

healthcare facilities across America, giving them a 

sense of encouragement, kindness and an overall 

improvement of emotional health; Back to School 

Drive Palm Beach Foundation contributions assisted 

the foundations goal to secure  73 individual grants to 

teachers and schools, 10 new schools added to the 

Red Apple Supplies program in Palm Beach County 

and assistance to the HVAC program at Royal Palm 

HS;  Spirit of Giving Holiday Gift Drive, in conjunction 

with the Junior League of Boca Raton, coordinated a 

large-scale holiday gift drive supports more than 45 

local agencies to provide presents to disadvantaged 

children in Southern Palm Beach County. Employees 

in our corporate office were able to sponsor a child by 

fulfilling a gift wish. October breast cancer awareness 

month raised contributions to the Breast Cancer 

Research Foundation, an annual campaign to increase 

awareness of the disease through education and 

to promote the importance of early detection and 

treatment, Light the Night  Cross Country Healthcare 

campaign raised USD 97 thousand in support of the 

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society delivering  hope 

and life-saving research and support for cancer 

patients and their families.  A voluntary charity payroll 

deduction platform was set up so that employees are 

allowed to easily contribute to their charity of choice 

through a dedicated website accessible all year round. 

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare announced a four 

year engagement with Florida Atlantic University’s 

Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing to provide 

annual scholarships and help fund educational and 

research opportunities.  Another critical objective of 

the partnership is the promotion of unique thought 

leadership aimed at advancing and prioritizing the 

nursing profession, including educational and support 

materials for nurses.



PUBLIC POLICY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

415-1 Political contributions The company does not make political contributions 

or provide things of value to any political candidate, 

political party, party official or campaign.  Cross 

Country Healthcare does not contribute to any 

Political Action Committees. 

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

414-1 New suppliers that were screened 

using social criteria

Cross Country Healthcare values its supplier diversity 

program.  Its aim is to provide economic opportunities 

and encourage the use of diverse businesses that 

are minority-owned, women owned, veteran owned, 

historically underutilized business, LGBT-owned, 

service-disabled veteran-owned, and Small Business 

Administration-defined small business concerns- as 

suppliers.

Cross Country Healthcare policy is to notify all 

recruitment sources, employment agencies, 

and contingency vendors of EEO/AA policies, 

and encourage them to assist the organization 

in achieving its  affirmative action objectives by 

actively recruiting and referring women, minorities, 

and people with disabilities. The statement “Equal 

Opportunity Employer” or “Affirmative Action 

Employer” is included on advertisements recruiting 

employees on employment applications and the 

company’s website. Cross Country Healthcare 

Affirmative Action Plan includes sourcing and 

recruitment tools designed to enhance the diversity of 

applicant pools and recruit consistently and equitably.  

For both internal positions as well as to build our pool 

of workers, the organization’s recruitment reaches 

a diverse, broad spectrum of potential applicants, 

including a variety of geographic regions, academic 

sources, and professional disciplines. Also, because 

of its leading national position, the organization can 

provide geographic and scheduling flexibility as well 

as alternative hiring solutions that are conducive to 

maintaining a diverse workforce.



CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

416-1 Assessment of the health and 

safety impacts of product and 

service categories

Cross Country Healthcare’s mission is to deliver 

quality patient care to healthcare facilities in 

all markets it serves by providing highly skilled 

supplemental staff. The success of such undertaking 

strongly relies on  rigorous and continuing 

credentialing, background vetting, health and 

drug screening, competency testing, training 

and assessments based on facility performance 

appraisals, assignment feedback and annual 

performance evaluations setting developmental 

goals.   

Professionals applying to join the company are 

required to disclose complete work history, provide 

references, employment verification, documentation 

of education, state license registration, fulfill skills 

checklists and competency testing relevant to their 

specialty, criminal background screening, OIG/

SAM/Sex offender checks and evidence annual 

mandatory education. 

In addition, Cross Country Healthcare adheres to any 

specific employment and credentialing requirement 

mandated by its clients. 

Cross Country Healthcare maintains a drug 

screening program to create a drug and alcohol-

free workplace, ensure reliable test results and 

protect the dignity and privacy of its employees. The 

company does not permit any drug use that risks the 

health and well-being of others. 



MARKETING AND LABELING
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

417-2 Information and labeling Cross Country Healthcare received no incidents of 

non-compliance concerning product and service 

information and labeling in 2020.

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance 

concerning marketing 

communications

In 2020, Cross Country received no incidents 

of noncompliance concerning marketing 

communications.

CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

416-2 Incidents of non- compliance 

concerning the health and safety 

impacts of products and services

Founded in 1951, The Joint Commission seeks to 

continuously improve health care for the public by 

evaluating health care organizations and inspiring 

them to excel in providing safe and effective care 

of the highest quality and value. It accredits and 

certifies more than 21,000 health care organizations 

and programs in the United States. 

In 2006, Cross Country Staffing became the first 

public company to receive Joint Commission 

Certification through its Health Care Staffing 

Services Certification Program and underwent a 

rigorous onsite review in 2017. Joint Commission 

experts evaluated compliance with national 

standards that assess how healthcare staffing 

firms determine the qualifications and competency 

of staff, placement of staff, and how they monitor 

performance. To receive the certification with 

distinction in 2017, Cross Country Staffing had to 

receive 100% on all evaluations and receive no 

recommendations for improvement.

Cross Country Healthcare had no incidents of 

non-compliance concerning the health and safety 

impacts of products and services to report in 2020.



CUSTOMER PRIVACY
GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI CODE BRIEF REQUIREMENT REFERENCE/SHORT ANSWERS

418-1 Substantiated complaints 

regarding concerning breaches 

of customer privacy and losses of 

customer data

In 2020, Cross Country Healthcare had no data or 

privacy breaches that triggered disclosure under 

state or federal law and no substantiated complaints 

regarding breaches of customer privacy or data. 
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